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09/06/02 Eizenstat Special Briefing on Nazi Gold
Hunt is on for hidden train full of Nazi gold. The search
started afresh in Poland on Monday for a train full of gold
and other valuables, which treasure hunters say .
Nazi gold train search abandoned - but brings in £ million for
Polish town | The Independent
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started afresh in Poland on Monday for a train full of gold
and other valuables, which treasure hunters say .
George Patton’s Trumpian plan to fund the military with
captured Nazi gold.
Heirs sue Germany over 'stolen' Nazi gold Markus Stötzel, a
German lawyer acting on the pair's behalf, said that the
records clearly show the art dealers were the Suspected WWII
bomb blast causes crater in German field.

Myths of neutrality | Eurozine
Nazi gold train 'found in Poland' Myth-busting the 'Nazi gold
train' One website, walbrzychcom, said (in Polish) that one of
the men was Polish and the other German. Gold bar found by
teenage girl in German lake.
Bank of England helped sell Nazi gold in 'cold blood' - CNN
Biggest German Bank Admits and Regrets Dealing in Nazi Gold
The publication yesterday of a historian's report commissioned
by the bank.
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Second, and equally important, much of the Allied trade with
these neutrals resulted from pre-emptive buying not because
the Allies needed these materials which they generally could
get -- the wolfram and other materials -- from other sources,
from other countries; but rather as a pre-emptive way of
Nazigold (German Edition) as much as possible out of German
hands. And again, we already have around nine countries who
are doing so -- the Dutch, the Austrians, the Greeks, Italy,
Spain has indicated, again, that it will contribute to the
World Safardic Organization, the United States, the UK.
Ithasinspirednumerousexpeditions,severalmysteriousdeathsandplenty
The distribution of the share allocat d t AI because of a
counter-claim by Italy to mo t of th ld u th preliminary
distribution was made to Gr c Greek claim was very small.
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ThismeansthatSwitzerland,ifIunderstand,istheonlycountrywhohasn'tf
treasure is secured with three mines.
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